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Submit ted to Professor B. G. Johns ton for cred.i t
requirements in Course C.E. 213, Structural Research.
{The following comprises a series of. calculations
to determine the strength of rigid frame connections of·
various designs. ~is problem is part of a broader pro~
gram of welded rigid frame knee tests now under way in
Fritz Laboratory•.
The knees fall into two classifications; those
having curved or straight haunches and those having ninety-
degree reentrant corners. The metbods of analysis are
based on those offered by F.Bleich1 , and W. R. Osgood2,
and the results of tests conducted by the National Bureau
of Standards3 •
1,2,3 See lie* &f bibliography.
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The we~ theory as developed by the theory of
elasticity is applied to sections of the kne~s having
non~pa.rallel flanges. This theory is exact when the
flanges are straight, but when a flange is curved the
theory is an approximation. lli.e equations developed
by Osgood are for symmetrical sections, and modifica-
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(Tentative, subject to further interpretation on the
basis of test results)
EFFECT OF DIAGONAL STIFFENER:· A diagonal stiffener
across the knee provides extra rigidity. However.·
the increased strength is not as great as might be
expected since the stiffener itself is highly stressed
by small deformations of the web and produces high
local stresses.
STRAI GIlT HAUNCHES ~ Strai ght haunches increase the
strength of the connections. but a comparison between
connections B and C indicates that it is advisable
to haunch both the vertical and horizontal member.
A sharp reentrant angle should be avoided.
CURV:FJ) FILLJlJT: A curved fillet is desirable, but it very
important that stiffeners be provided to resist the
effect of transverse forces ·on the inner flange. The
greater the radius of the fillet, and the thicker the
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